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Hungarian Scholar’s importance in China

KORNAI’s works
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J. KORNAI 

1928-

Bashan Steamship

Conference, 1985

Soft budget constraints –

Ruǎn yùsuàn yuēshù 软预算约束
Economics of Shortage -

Duǎnquē Jīngjì Xue

Welfare sector reform

Yuanfen 缘分 – fate
’’Kornai’s thoughts have a 

strong influence in China” 

(Wu Jinglian, 2012)

’’One of the most 

important non-Chinese 

influences on China’s 

economic reforms starting 

in the 1980s” (Eggleston, 

2012)



KORNAI’s former students –

today’s Prize Winner Economics in China
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Chenggang Xu, Yijian Wang, János Kornai, 

Yingyi Qian & David Daokui Li

Chenggang Xu, Yingyi Qian

2016 China’s Economics Prize



Spreading modern knowledge
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„A career in the West would have been open to both Yingyi
and Chenggang. Still, they decided to return to China. This is
a fine example of genuine love for one’s country. They
contribute to the improvement of their fellow citizens’ lives by
spreading modern knowledge.” (Kornai, 2016).
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Worth to recall SCHUMPETER works

Innovation Chuang Xin 创新

Creative destruction –

Chuang Zao Xing Po Huai 创造性破坏

Entrepreneur Zhu Ban Ren主办人

J. A. SCHUMPETER 

1883-1950

’’Today, innovation becomes China’s top national

policy” (Xu Chenggang, 2016)

’’We will inspire and protect entrepreneurship,

and encourage more entities to make innovations

and start businesses. We will build an educated,

skilled, and innovative workforce. (…)We should

be good reformers and pioneers. We should be

enterprising” (Xi Jinping, 2017)
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The term of Digital Economy

D. TAPSCOTTS

1947-

 The term Digital Economy was first put

forward Don Tapscott’s 1995 book

“The Digital Economy: Promise and

Peril in the Age of Networked

Intelligence”.

 Digital economy = New economy =

= Knowledge based economy

 The digital economy refers to a broad

range of economic activities
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Kornai on China
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„It is important to approach the comprehensive description of 
a country’s institutions not as a narrowly focused economist, 
but as a social scientist who integrates the perspectives of
economics, political science and political philosophy with those 
of sociology and historiography. Whoever considers only 
China’s economic statistical data and fails to think through the 
whole context cannot understand the country” (Kornai, 2016).

+ technology, data science
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Major Global Risk

Slowing growth in China 增長放緩是一個
9

Source: China Statistical Yearbook & McKinsey, 2017a pp. 8.
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China has developed enormously in the last decades. GDP per capita,

measured in US$ has multiplied 26 times between 1980 and 2015.

Banks in China could be nearing a crisis, according to some analysts.



A sophisticated concept of risk 

风险
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Risk in traditional terms is viewed as  ‘negative’ symptom. 

Webster’s dictionary defines risk as “exposing to danger or 
hazard”.

The Chinese symbols for risk Feng Xian风险 , give a much 
better interpretation. 

The first symbol is for Wind (uncertainty) ~ danger

The second is the symbol for “opportunity”

risk is a mix of positive and negative aspects. No one can 
have one, without the other. 

The question that anyone have to address is therefore not 
whether to avoid risk but how best to incorporate it into their 
decision making.
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Digital Economy is the New Normal

 Chinese government has introduced a series of policies related to

digital economy

 Technology has immense potential

 Chairman and President XI Jinping: Promote the deep integration

of the Internet and the real economy, speed up the digitalization

and intelligentization of the traditional industries, digital economy

should expand the new space for economic development.

 The "digital economy“ was included into 2017’s government work

 The "Internet +” & ’’Made in China 2025’’ programs

Source: Li Xiaohua (2017)
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China’s digital economy is a story of commercial 

success and excitement among investors
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Source: McKinsey, 2017b



China is in the global top three 

for venture capital investment in key technologies
13

Source: McKinsey, 2017b. Note: data is in million $



 The leading Chinese internet companies take active part in

providing services for manufacturing companies

 The leading China’s manufacturing companies have been

undergoing a transformation to digitalization

 Servitization or service-oriented manufacturing

 Agile perception, Real time analysis, Autonomous decision-making

 Self learning and upgrading

 The industrial robots sales in China in 2015 were 68,600 - became

the biggest market.

Intelligentization of manufacturing

Source: Li Xiaohua (2017)
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Some digital economic segments are 

at the forefront of the world

 Sharing Economy

car-hailing

Knowledge sharing(Quora) skill sharing bike sharing

Information sharing(craigslist)

accommodation sharing

(Airbnb)

Source: Li Xiaohua (2017)
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One Belt One Road

Yi Dai Yi LU一带一路
16

 Besides the “Silk Road” and the “Maritime Silk Road”

initiatives in June 2017, Shanghai launched the first

internet shipping port 互联网运输端口, which integrates

e-commerce companies in shipping logistics, data

analytics, related financial and legal services, and office

space in one place.

 More cooperation合作 in mobile technology, cloud

computing, the Internet of Things, big data, data

technology, e-commerce, digital investment, smart cities,

and smart energy.

 Digital Silk Road should include Financial technology

(FinTech, InsurTech).



The growing spread of banks
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A spread Li Cha利差, which has became too large, unbearable

between what savers receive Cun Kuan Li Lv存款利率 and what 

borrowers pay Dai Kuan Li lv贷款利率

Source: Summers, 2016
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Traditional Banking Digital Banking
Single provider for most 

services

Unbundled services, multiple providers

Marketplace and product/service level

Banks/Financial Institutions 

providing services

Internet, retail, telecom firms enter

Services from aggregators

Bank and card 

payment/settlement Digital/mobile wallets, virtual cards

Loans from bank/lending 

firm/PE

P2P lending, crowdfunding

Peer-based credit scoring/rating

Equity funding for a few Democratization of equity funding

Traditional brokerage/trading Quant trading, APIs, gamification

Traditional wealth management

Analytics, wealth management for 

masses

The era of digital banking

Source: Szilágyi, 2016



Open, inclusive regulatory environment 

supports innovation of Internet finance in China

 Premier Li Keqiang:

 "We will encourage Internet finance to seek a healthy

development road under the backing of proper

regulatory coordination and supervisory mechanism”

 “We will work to see that Internet finance develops in

line with regulations”

 Governor Zhou Xiaochuan

 “Support the development of internet finance, will not

forbid Yu’ebao or other similar products, but still need

to improve the related regulation”
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The emergence of FinTech phenomenon in China

20

Source: KPMG, 2017

Out of 23 privately 

held FinTech

unicorns 9 (~40% ) 
are based in China

They account for 

more than 70 

percent of the total 

valuation of

fintechs worldwide.



In mobile payments, government policy left space 

for innovators to experiment
21

Source: McKinsey, 2016



China continues to tighten financial controls

 In recent quarters, the Chinese government has tightened controls

around internet finance, particularly related to customer-facing

activities.

 Consequently, many fintechs that initially had a customer focus

have shifted to B2B models.

 This has led to a boom in partnerships, with fintechs focused on

providing credit assessment, risk assessment, and other financial

solutions to licensed businesses rather than to consumers.
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China continues to tighten financial controls

 In Q3’17, the People's Bank of China 中国人民银行 also

established a committee focused on analyzing the impact of fintech

on financial sector stability and on applying regtech solutions to

help manage innovation. It also announced the creation of Nets

Union Clearing Corporation —a clearing house for mobile

payments.

 ICOs also came under scrutiny in China in Q3’17.

 This ban may be temporary in order to give the People's Bank of

China中国人民银行 more time to explore the issue and define its

position.
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Asian Financial Cooperation 

Association (AFCA)
24

Founded in 2017 AFCA has already become the most

important financial associations in the world

~ 120 members

AFCA establishes a liaison mechanism among its members



AFCA has an instrumental role in Asia's economic

development

AFCA seeks to facilitate joint governance with shared

benefits for all members through sound governance

structure and institutional arrangement.

AFCA sets up information sharing and regional financial

idea exchange platforms



HUNGARIAN BANKING ASSOCIATION 

with ~50 members
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Conclusions – Jie Lun

 Academic Scholars’ thoughts are valuable

 Digital Economy is the New Normal

 Over the past decade, China has become a leading global

force in several areas of the digital economy

 Digitalization is among the top goals of the Chinese

leadership.

 OBOR should expand into digital and Fintech silk road

 The major traditional banks still dominate the financial

services landscape, but banking is under attack by the

FinTechs.

 Regulation of Fintechs must be reliable and rather open
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 Scenario #1 – collective 
way

Connectivity

Going global, going out

Cooperation

 Joint governance

Mutual Benefits

Win-win
 AFCA & Hungarian Banking 

Association are leading 
examples of responsible finance

 Academic Institutions might be 
involved in the process

 Scenario #2 –

Individual way 
Closing

Overcontroll and 
centralize

Each country has its
own solutions

Focusing on single 
benefits

Zero sum game

27

Conclusions – Jie Lun



Thank you for your attention!

Xiexie

kerenyi.adam@krtk.mta.hu
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